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WESTERN ELECTRIC REPORTS
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The action at the cathode. Electrochemical reversal
of the etching reaction effecting etchant regenera-
tion and copper recovery .
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Automatic regeneration and plating machine has a h~~vy, Typical printed 'wiring board cons'ists of copper
rubber-lined tank with 22 stationary graphite anodes and (only 0.0028 inch thick) laminated to a phenolic-
57 rod-like copper cathodes moving at the rate of 90 resin panel. With the new process" unwanted metal
transfers an hour. is etched away with cupric chloride.

Creating an entirely new way to etch printed clrcults,

One of the most common methods is needed. Etchant strength does not di-
of printed circuit manufacturing is by minish. The etching rate is now constant
batch-etching with ferric chloride. How- and faster than the average ferric chloride
ever, while batch-etching produces cir- rate. There's no more waste of etched
cuits of high quality, it also has some copper. It is now recovered, about 20
processing disadvantages. pounds per hour, and resold.

For instance, it takes more and more Conclusion: The first completely
etching time as the etchant is used. Then, closed-loop cupric chloride etching sys-
to replace the spent etchant means con- tern in the printed circuit industry is a
siderable downtime. And the etching of major innovation that has improved effi-
100,000 circuit boards produces 2000 ciency and quality, eliminated downtime
pounds .of copper in a non-recoverable and decreased costs by more than 90%.
form. Furthermore, it has helped conserve a

Engineers at our Columbus, Ohio valuable natural resource.
plant set out to discover a better way to
etch that would eliminate all of these in-
herent problems.

Their new process is the first closed-
loop, spray-etching system that electro-
lytically reverses the chemical reaction
of etching. It continuously recycles cu-
pric chloride and has reduced the cost of
etching wiring boards by over 90%.

Virtually all the problems of the old
method have been overcome. No more
machine downtime is required to change
etchant. No more costly ferric chloride

---
Western Electric

We make things that bring people closer.
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Editor-in Chief Doug Mehlhorn EE, '73 Like a good many other Seniors, I am devel-
oping a good case of Senior apathy. It seems easier

Managing Editor Bruce Lippard EE, '73 at this point to just finish out the year in peace
rather than to hassle with the problems we are

News Editor Rick Davies EE, '73 faced with. However, one item that does stand out
in my mind and does seem worth mentioning is the

Business Manager Steve Nussrallah EE, '73 service we get once a quarter at our bookstores.
Perhaps because the situation does occur only

Feature Editor Dick Jacobs EE, '73 once a quarter, we students and teachers have been
willing to accept the many inconveniences that

Circulation Manager Dave Wade EE, '73, have occurred. By the time you are hot enough to
tear the store apart you usually get through the

Staff Ed Hamilton EE, '73 lines and are too tired to pursue the matter any
Mark Dunbar AsE, '75 further, figuring it will be three months before you
Gary Smock EE, '73 must go through the ordeal again.

However, many of the practices of the book-
Staff Artist Terry O'Hara EE, '75 stores do seem hard to excuse. The most obvious

of these is the slowness encountered in the check-
Photography Bruce Lippard EE, '73 out lines. Another is the poor layout of the stores

Brent Stiles ChE, '75 which results in needless jams inside the stores. Per-
Paul Edwards EE, '75 haps the most serious is their inability, or unwill-

ingness, to order enough books for a course.
Advisor Robert Delcamp To correct the bookstore problem it will be

necessary to make the bookstores realize they exist
because of the students. Perhaps alternate methods
of obtaining books could be explored. The possi-
bility of a student bookstore has been and should
continue to be examined. The possibility of depart-
ments ordering books could also be discussed.
None of these systems may ever have to be tried,
but the possibility of their use should encourage

P_' the bookstores to provide more adequate service.
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Tribunal Notes

Much has been said about student involvement in the past few years in the
College of Engineering, yet remarkably few students take the time to work
to change those things they complain about and those things they feel can be
improved.

The engineer today must be involved to be the complete engineer. No
longer can we hide in the halls of Baldwin Hall, we must reach out and
interact with the university and the world beyond the university walls.

Involvement starts here in your college. The potential for constructive
change exists, but you must tap this potential. We must not allow ourselves
to stagnate, but rather we should always be striving to improve our learning
environment here.

It is up to you, the student, to take the initiative to act. Don't let yourself
become mechanical like your sliderule, but get active, get irivolved, and help
change what you are bitching about.

Wayne Pedlar
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Engineering Analysis

Dick Jacobs EE, '73 Ed Hamilton EE, '73

Engineering Analysis comprises the broad funda-
mentals of applied mathematics/ mechanics/
physics and engineering sciences and forms an
interdisciplinary basis for the formal engineering
studies. This article looks at the Engineering Analy-
sis Department at U.C.

Engineering education has had an evolutionary
history of development. Throughout the years it
has grown and changed in accordance with the
trends and needs of society. The traditional defini-
tion of engineering as a scientific endeavor by
which the properties of matter and forces of nature
are made useful to mankind indicates the general
yet practical aspects of the study as a service to
society. Each of the formal engineering disciplines,
whether aerospace, chemical, civil, electrical, me-
chanical, or metallurgical, grew out of social needs
to integrate scientific theory with practical meth-
ods to serve special needs of mankind. As techno-
logical change has occurred, progress in each of the
formal engineering fields has brought on more ad-
vanced and specialized endeavors. Although institu-
tions of engineering education have been respon-
sible for much of this progress, they have also
experienced the problems of keeping up with and
ahead of the trends and changes of society.

Prior to World War II, engineering education was
to a large extent concerned with the training of job
oriented, practical engineers. Much time was spent
educating the engineering student in the fields of
mechanical drawing and other "technician" work;
engineering sciences .and advanced mathematics
were not emphasized to the extent that they are
today. A big turning point in engineering educa-
tion occurred during and after World War II. From
this time and after it was realized that the great
progress and technological change that had resulted
from war research and development had made the
engineering disciplines much more advanced and
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Engineering Analysis

specialized. Prior to about 1950, most undergrad-
uate engineers did not study mathematics beyond
elementary calculus. Soon after it became neces-
sary to include courses in differential equations
and advanced mathematics in undergraduate curric-
ula in order to prepare the engineer for the tech-
nological changes of society.

In the last twenty years the technological
changes which society has undergone have led to a
"knowledge explosion." The amount of advanced
yet specialized topics an engineering student
should learn is growing out of proportion with the
amount of time one can spend being educated.
Further specialization and a pursuit of more ad-
vanced degrees has resul ted. Yet this 'con tinued
specialization has been at least a partial cause of
early absolescence of many well trained engineer-
ing personnel. On this note one asks if it is possible
for one to prepare for the technological changes
which are occurring in society, avoiding specializa-
tion yet still being educated. The answer is "yes"
and the general, fundamental programs of Engi-
neering Analysis now being offered throughout the
country are sources of such an education. Referred

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



to by various names at different universities, Engi-
neering Analysis entails studies in mechanics, engi-
neering science, computer science, computational
methods, and modeling techniques with emphasis
on the general analysis of problems of an interdis-
ciplinary nature.

The Engineering Analysis Department at V.C.
was formed in 1969 for the purpose of providing
an engineering education with capabilities for anal-
yzing problems that not only span but go beyond
the formal engineering disciplines. The emphasis of
the program is on the general fundamentals of anal-
ysis which form a basis for the solution of "any"
problem. In this respect the Engineering Analysis
curriculum is intended to give the student a back-
ground of lasting value in any technical environ-
ment, to provide a basic' education invariant to
changes with time.

The Engineering Analysis Department evolved
through a series of changes relating the applied
mathematics and engineering science functions of
the college. Originally, a department of math and
mechanics existed within the college of engineer-
ing. This was a service department, teaching fresh-
man and sophomore mathematics, mechanics,
drafting and engineering sciences, and did not grant
degrees. Later, a split between the drafting-graphics
and math-mechanics functions occurred, and sepa-
rate departments were formed to serve these re-
sponsibilities. Then, a merger transpired with the
mathematics department and the above functions
were taught therein by the Arts and Sciences col-
lege. As time passed and new people with special
interests (such as solid mechanics, strength of
materials, etc.) were hired by the engineering col-
lege, much of the educational responsibilities for
the engineering science courses came back to the
various departments of the engineering college.
Finally, in 1969, the Engineering Analysis Depart-
ment was formed as a self contained, degree grant-
ing discipline. The department offers general,
interdisciplinary programs of study as a formal dis-
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Mr. Harlow is shown with the Wang Mini-computer. Stu-
dent use of computational methods is encouraged. .

cipline and serves as a center of "hub" to the rest
of the college by continuing with the responsibility
for freshman and sophomore engineering courses
which include basic Engineering Analysis, descrip-
tive geometry, mechanics, computer programming
and computational methods and algorithms.

It was previously stated that the Engineering
Analysis Department offers a broad yet basic cur-
riculum. The fundamentals of applied mathe-
matics, mechanics, engineering science, computer
science and general analysis inherent to the solution
of a wide variety of problems are stressed. Perhaps
the greatest key word for the department and its
curriculum is "general-flexibility." The program
offers an excellent opportunity for the student to
expose himself to the fundamentals of engineering
sciences, physics, and applied mathematics within
the engineering college without having to specialize
in one of the formal engineering disciplines. This
also provides an academic environment suitable for
the student who does not know which, if any, of
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the formal engineering disciplines he would like to At the pre-junior level and beyond, the program
pursue. Often the entering freshman student will takes a strong direction toward advanced applied
not know what engineering is or what an engineer mathematics and mechanics. The E.A. student
does. High school counselors may advise a student takes courses in advanced calculus, complex vari-
to take engineering, but this same lack of knowl- ables, numerical analysis and computational
edge of what engineering is can cause confusion science, partial differential equations, mechanics of
and improper placement of entering students. solids and fluids and continuum mechanics.
Further, the glamor or popularity of one field over Further, the student is given the opportunity from
another often influences such decisions. Although the junior year on to begin with a series of techni-
a student can change departments at any time until cal electives. These electives are made available
about the end of his sophomore year, this can be early in the curriculum and can be selected from
difficult to execute. Further, there is evidence that any of a very broad variety of courses either within
there are a number of engineering students who the E.A. department, the engineering college or
would be unhappy in any of the formal engineering even the university. Further studies in one or sev-
departments. These situations can often be reme- eral of the traditional engineering departments and
died by the flexible and general curriculum of the interdisciplinary studies are available for electives.
Engineering Analysis Department. Thus the E.A. student has a significant choice in

At the freshman and sophomore levels, the Engi- his courses and can remain general until late in his
neering Analysis curriculum is like that of all other curriculum. Many interdisciplinary electives are
engineering curricula at D.C. In a sense, all engi- available. Courses in biomechanics, systems design
neering students at this freshman and sophomore and analysis, and social systems analysis are of-
level are exposed to the preliminary concepts of fered. And, the firm basis in the fundamentals of
Engineering Analysis. Courses in calculus, me- analysis emphasized by the department serves as an
chanics, computer programming and basic engi- interdisciplinary basis or core to almost any type
neering sciences are of this category. Further, the of problem or endeavor.
freshman courses labeled "Engineering Analysis I Th E·' . .
and II" are introductory courses in this depart- e ngmeenng .An~ys~s department IS pres-
ment. Formerly known as "Graphics" and entailing en~y s:fa.l1 yet !?"o,":;ngm S1Z~,numbe~ of st?dents
the fundamentals of descriptive geometry, homo- an ab ities. ~hIS WIIbe the first year m which the
graphy, graphical analysis, and data analysis techni- d.epartment will gradua~e any students. The sn;tall
ques, Engineering Analysis I and II is an improved SIze .of the department IS pre~entl,: a strong pom.t,
and updated version of introductory topics. This for .It allows for a close relationship and acadermc
two-quarter sequence of courses is now utilizing en~lfonment between the. st~dents and t~achers.
some new approaches to learning such as video- ThIS 'year marks the beginning of the first real
taped T.V. lectures (for replay and further study) entenng freshman. class, as there are. about 1.7
programmed instruction and a general, fundamen- freshman enroll~d in the program. ~n increase m
tal approach to the subject with emphasis on appli- the enrollment IS expected to occur m the future,
cations. as mo~e people lear~ .about the program and its

educational opportunities. Future plans and expec-
tations for the department promise sight of even
more opportunity and potential. I t is planned to
include more stress on biomechanics and social
systems analysis at the undergraduate level. Fur-
ther, more application of computer science and
mini-computers will be included. It is also hoped
that some additional mechanics demonstration
equipment can be obtained. Student participation
in professional societies will be urged, and it is
hoped to form a student chapter of the American
Academy of Mechanics. Plans for a degree granting
graduate program leading to the Master of Science
and Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering Analysis
are being reviewed. A graduate program would
promise a far better interchange of new ideas and
abilities with the present undergraduate Engi-
neering Analysis curriculum and with the rest of
the college. The potential of such an opportunity is
encouraging.

Present research in the Engineering Analysis de-
partment is interesting. Here the interdisciplinary

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

This is a NASA photo of the Skylab backpack experiment.
Research for this experiment was done in the E.A. depart-
ment.
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Engineering Analysis: a new twist for Engineering Education.

goals and abilities of the department and its currie- the ability to apply new approaches from the more
ulum are demonstrated. Research in theoretical and theoretical fundamentals serves as an important
applied mechanics, biomechanics and bioengi- link between the so called "pure" and "applied"
neering, and social systems is prevalent. Research functions of science and technology, Many of the
into the dynamics of a human body in. free space important problems for which society needs solu-
and the ability of a man to re-orient himself has led tions will require this type of ability, and the Engi-
to an experiment which will be performed in the neering Analysis approach can provide it.
upcoming NASA Sky Lab. Analysis of vehicle oc- Society has been directed toward a high degree
cupant systems during crashes are being studied. of specialization causing problems of techno-
Studies of the biomechanics of growing members logical absolescence and clearly an inability to do
(i.e.: mechanics of a broken bone that is healing) many important, more general and fundamental
are being done. Another investigation into the me- problems. Although society will always need spe-
chanics of aging materials is being carried out. cialists, it also needs generalists. And in this respect
Under the topic of social systems, mathematical it is certainly time to start training some gener-
models are being developed to study socioecono- alists. The Engineering Analysis department pro-
mic trends, labor management relations, and vides the opportunities for this type of education.
human factors problems more effectively. Much of A group of different people with different interests
this research is "new" for engineers and is highly all held together with a common interest and abil-
interdisciplinary, dealing with fields foreign to the ity in mathematics, mechanics, engineering and
traditional engineering disciplines. computer science, the Engineering Analysis stu-

dents and faculty are well equipped to meet the
Conclusions challenges of technological change in the present

and future of the modern world.
Engineering Analysis is a broad field of endeavor

with promising opportunities for the study and
solution of a wide variety of problems. The Engi-
neering Analysis curriculum offers a firm basis in Acknowledgements
the fundamentals of general analysis and a high
degree of flexibility for many different types of The authors wish to express appreciation to the
studies and interests. Further, the abilities gained following faculty members for the interviews, ad-
in this program provide for a well integrated educa- vice and information which assisted in the formula-
tion capable of interaction in almost any field. . . tion of this article:
whether a formal engineering one, or a new one in Messrs. Dunholter, Harlow, Huston, Klemm,
the emerging and important problems of social plan- Passerello, Raymond, Sarver, Stouffer, Strauss, and
ning, conservation, ecology or medicine. Indeed, Tepe.
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Bee Keeping

Bob Pessler EE, '74

When people first learn that I raise honey bees
they often think I have a very strange and unusual
hobby. Perhaps this reaction is due to a common
fear of being stung while walking barefoot in the
grass or from hearing stories of someone almost
dying from a bee sting. These reactions are unjusti-
fied, however, and it is interesting to see how
honey bee raising can be an enjoyable and profit-
able experience.

My interest in honey bee raising began about
two years ago. Near the end of my second work
quarter with the D. H. Baldwin Company I bought
a 35mm. camera for use on a vacation. Although
my father had been keeping a few hives of bees for
perhaps ten years, my interest had been only nomi-
nal. I soon discovered that the camera could be
used to take excellent pictures of my father's bees.
The quest for more impressive pictures increased my
interest in bee keeping, as I soon realized what an
intricately structured existence the honey bee has.
I began to notice things that I could not explain. In
order to fill in gaps in my knowledge I searched for
a book on bees. This resulted in an increase in my
curiosity.

The first book soon led to several more. I came
to realize that successful honey bee raising requires
a considerable amount of knowledge, experience,
and effort. In a sense this is similar to engineering
in that knowledge from books and methods must
be followed with practical applications in order to
bring success in the field. Bee keeping requires
careful planning and management. The manage-
ment methods a bee keeper applies in the Spring
only start to show their effect at about the time of
main honey flow in June and July. Time and plan-
ning are critical in that a large enough honey sur-
plus must be left for the bees to winter on.

A major obstacle to bee keeing is the overcom-
ing of the natural fear of being stung. This uncom-
fortable annoyance is a fact of life to anyone who
raises bees and therefore automatically rules out
those who are allergic to bee venom. The real
determining factor is not protection but how well
the bee keeper handles the hive while inspecting it.
A careful person who is slow and deliberate in his
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The queen is usually the largest bee in the hive. Her long
slender body sets her apart from the workers and drones.
The two larger bees above the queen are drones and the rest
are workers.

actions can handle a hive free of any protection
without being stung. One who jostles the bees
around and sometimes crushes a few might get
stung even though completely covered with a pro-
tective suit. For this reason, one who fears the
stings will invariably be an unsuccessful bee keeper
because he will shy away from giving his hives a
thorough inspection at the proper times, with or
without protection. This type of person will lose a
good percentage of his hives each year, simply be-
cause his fear prevented him from taking a good
look to see what was taking place inside the hive.

Actually, there is no good reason for the fear of
being stung by a honey bee unless one is allergic to
the venom. Many people believe that the bee sting is
as potent as that of the wasp, but this is not so. A
bee only uses its sting for defense whereas a wasp
needs it for survival and must be strong enough to
paralyze or kill its prey. A bee can only sting once
because its stinger is barbed and sticks in the sub-
ject. Pulling fts venom sack out and causing its
death. As. a result it will usually try to escape or
scare its tormentor away, rather than use its
stinger. The wasp must sting its prey for survival
and has no barbs in its stinger to catch in the skin.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



Having a powerful venom, the wasp can sting as
often as it likes. I have been stung ten to twenty
times at once in the same general area by bees
without giving it much notice. I have found that a
wasp sting can be considerably more painful.

A successful bee keeper must also know the con-
dition of the bees inside of every colony he owns
and usually inspects them once a month. The
keeper will always check the condition of the
queen bee along with the food supply (honey &
pollen) while he has the hive open. Usually he will
not begin hunting through the hive for the queen
but will rather check the eggs to determine her
condition. If there are large quantities of worker
(female) eggs laid in a continuous pattern through-
out the combs of wax he can be sure that the
queen is in good health. If there are no eggs at all
or only drone (male) eggs present the queen is
either dead or sterile. In such a case steps must be
taken to introduce a new queen into the hive.
Otherwise there will be little or no honey produced
from the hive.

The queen bee is the only one who can lay
worker eggs. The workers, who are imperfect

The frame being held contains about 5,000 worker eggs. A
good hive will contain upward of 50,000 workers.

females because their reproductive organs do not
fully develop, gather nectar and pollen from the
flowers for food. They are the only members of
the hive equipped for gathering food and large
quantities of them are necessary for. a surplus of
honey. A strong hive will normally have 50,000 or
more workers during the period of peak honey
flow. This number must be approximately main-
tained throughout the honey flow in order for
there to be a sufficient surplus of honey for both
the bee keeper and the hive to winter on. If the
queen dies without being replaced, the workers will
live out their normal life span of about six weeks
and there will be no new workers to replace them.
Over a period of about two months there will be
no bees left in the hive.

A queen can be replaced by the workers or by
the bee keeper. When the queen is replaced by the
bees themselves, another worker egg is required.
No special egg is laid to produce a queen since both
queens and workers are raised from the same egg.
The determining factor is the quantity of a sub-
stance called royal jelly that is fed to the larvae
after it hatches from the egg. Royal jelly is a sub-
stance secreted from the forehead of the workers
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The queen being the largest bee will also be raised in a cell
which is much larger than the workers. One of the two
queen cells in the center of the picture was opened to
expose a developing queen larvae. The remaining capped
and uncapped cells contain worker and drone larvae.
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This worker is gathering nectar from an apple blossom. The When the cells are filled with honey and capped over with
nectar is digested by the bee and stored in its honey wax, it can be removed from the hive for extraction by the .
stomach until it returns to the hive. beekeeper. ~

and is fed to all of the larvae during the first few In contrast to the large number of workers, a
days of their existence. To produce workers the hive will have a few hundred to a few thousand
royal jelly is stopped and honey is fed to the larvae drones. The drones are only tolerated by the
which then continues to develop into a worker bee workers in order that new queens can be mated. A
over a period of 28 days. The queen is produced drone is useless for any other purpose and must be
when the bees continue to feed the larvae royal fed by the workers: he has no tongue for gathering
jelly instead of honey; a queen will emerge after 21 nectar, no glands for secreting beeswax, no stinger
days. When a new queen is hatched she will search to defend the hive. Thus when fall approaches
through the hive for other queen cells which she most or all of the drones are forced out of the hive
will tear open to kill the developing larvae. After a to die.
few days she will mate with a drone. The bee keeper can remove his share of the sur-

The mating is done in flight, and when it is over plus honey from the hive in August or September.
the drone dies. Like the worker losing her stinger, He must leave enough for the bees to winter on,
the drone loses his sex organs after mating and thus and sometimes it is necessary to provide surplus
dies. The queen may mate with several drones at honey for those hives not strong enough. During a
this time, but once she is finished and begins laying good year the bee keeper can take about sixty
eggs she is mated for life. During her life span, a pounds of honey from each hive. He then has the
period of three or four years, she can lay several task of extracting the honey from the frames of
million eggs at a rate of one to two thousand a day. the honey comb. Usually this is a labor of joy since
The queen has the ability to control the sex of the every pound of honey extracted represents a
egg she lays, and can thus produce a drone or profit.
worker at will

The uncapped frames are placed in the wire basket. The
When there is a market for honey left in the honey combs it basket is then rotated and centrifugal force throws the
can be obtained by cutting chunks of honey comb out of honey out of its cells and onto the inside of the can. The
the frames. The chunks are sold individually or in jars with honey drains to the bottom of the can and is removed for
honey poured over the top of it. bottling.
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'How are you on
the foBow-through?••The sure sign of a crack skeet shot is a sudden puff of clay

dust against the sky. But champions share another mark that's
almost as easy to spot. It's follow through.

Like the top-flight skeet shooter illustrated here, our tapered roller bearing
and steel engineers get results because they follow through, too.

How about you? Do you want a company that involves your interest and keeps you involved
till the finish? That promotes from within? Are you up to the demands thrown

our way by the automotive, construction, aerospace and chemical industries?
Do you have your sight set on the future-on a company like ours that has

a $221 million expansion and modernization program?
Then write to our Manager of College Relations. And tell him you'd like to take

a shot at it. The Timken Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. 'I'imkenv bearings
are sold all over the world. Manufacturing in Australia, Brazil,

Canada, England, France, South Africa and the U.S.A.
An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f).

TIMKENe

REGISTERED TRADEMARK

THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, SPECIALTY ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS.





"FMC" is the name of a highly diversified company
doing thousands of good things for society-

\ in fibers and films, machinery, and chemicals.
We're not as well known as many other
corporations, because we don't make household
items bearing our trademark.
We work behind the scenes.
Nevertheless, we do offer three major
areas of interest in which you can
make a significant contribution:
Fibers & films Machinery Chemicals

Did you know that our American Many of the ways FMC is a useful Because FMC is one of the major
Viscose Division started the man- company is in the area of machinery. chemical manufacturers in the U.S.,
made fiber industry in the U.S.? You've read a lot about pollution. many people think we are only a
Probably not. Yet, we're the nation's FMC is active in solving pollution chemical company.
leading rayon producer, and our lines problems. We build sewage treat- Understandable. We have plants
of acetate and polyester fibers keep ment equipment for cities, and we're and mines throughout the country.
growing. continually searching for more effec- And our range of products is un-

Though our products are hard to tive materials and new treatment usually broad-from agricultural
identify, you see them all around. concepts in our environmental re- chemicals that help crops grow, to

We make the cellophane that search center. organic and inorganic chemicals
wraps the hamburger you can buy at We help the food problem by which comprise many of industry's
the supermarket. making products for soil preparation essential "building blocks:'

Your radial tires probably run on and planting, irrigating, crop spray- You'll find FMC chemicals in pulp
our tough DYNACOR® rayon cord. ing and dusting, mechanical harvest- and paper products, cleaners and
And the Avlin" polyesters in your ing, and food processing-and even detergents, paints and plastics, in
suits or sports clothes help keep you equipment that automatically pack- Iuggage, floor tile, and flexible
looking neat and well pressed. ages fresh eggs! garden hose.

We're also the discoverers of micro- We also make railroad cars, fire Our chemicals have myriad appli-
crystalline cellulose, a unique engines, petroleum equipment, con- cations-everything from glassmak-
excipient widely used in pharma- struction machinery, barges, and ing to textiles to swimming pool
ceuticals and special food products. much more in our machinery divi- sanitizers.

To name just a few things we're sions located nationwide. So pegging us as strictly a chemical
into. Graduates in engineering, busi- company is an honest mistake.

If you're an engineer, chemist, or ness, accounting, and the sciences But enough of our rattling on. If
textile major wishing to make a have a field day looking over our you're a chemical, mechanical, in-
name for yourself, see your place- many opportunities. See us at your dustrial, or electrical engineer, you'd
ment officer for an interview. Or placement center. Or read our bro- rather talk about how you can be
write for our booklet "Move Ahead chure "Like It Is:' Write to The useful ... within a useful company.
with American Viscose" to Industrial Recruitment Coordinator, FMC Cor- Here's how to begin. Write FMC Cor-
Relations Department, FMC Corpor- poration, Machinery Group, Pruden- poration, Chemical Group, Industrial
ation, American Viscose Division, tial Plaza, Chicago, Illinois 60601. Relations Department CPA 72, 633
1617 John F. Kennedy Boulevard, Third Avenue, New York, New York

. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107. 10017.

~®
FMC CORPORATION

You'd be surprised at all the things we do.
We are an equal opportunity employer.



Engine

Autumn
DONNA SCOTT

Engine Charlie's Autumn beauty is Donna Scott.
Donna, a 5'7" blonde, is a sophomore majoring in
Home Education. She enjoys sewing and making
her own clothes. She also likes tree climbing and is
active in her sorority, Zeta Tau Alpha. Donna
would certainly be welcome in Engine Charlie's
treehouse.

Photos by Brent Stiles & Paul Edwards
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Buy or Rent
An Economic Study

Roger Obert

"Bob, I realize I don't have much for a down pay- same. Costs are actual cash flows per month
ment on a home, but I just can't see pouring all whereas losses are adjusted cash flows per month
that rental money out my third floor apartment and do not include payment of principal which will
window each month. I can pay rent for 30 years be regarded when the house is sold. As we saw
and still won't have anything to call my own. At though, it does include the interest foregone by
least if I borrowed money on a home someday it having capital tied up in the principal of the home.
would b-emine." This report will now be divided into three

"Yes, Jim, but those interest rates are going to sections. The first section will go into some detail
eat you alive those first years. With that minimum on the economics of owning a home. The second
down payment and 30 year mortgage loan you'll will be a quickly formula which most people will
be paying out better than $40,000 for that want to use. The third and last will add even more
$20,0'00 home. Better wait until you have a larger detail than the first and will briefly mention some
down payment." non-economic considerations.

Sound familiar? All of us have heard this con-
versation, and have probably expressed an opinion
on it. Who is correct, Bob or Jim? Actually neither Part 1. Basic Considerations
of them is on the ri~t track bec~use the size of the A. Losses due to renting
mortgage loan contributes nothing to the amount 1 Rent
you~ .ho~e i~? actually costing you per month. 2: Utilities
Don t belle:e It. 0 Read on. .. 3. Insurance (if any)
Case A. JIm fl~ances hIS hom~ WIth ~ 100% B. Loses due to owning a home
mortgage loan. HIS loss per month IS approximately 1. Interest paid on mortgage"

Normal Interest Rate
Mortgage X . 12 months Mortgage X Interes~:ate X l-FITR2

mon
Case B. Jim pays cash for his home, 100% equity 2 F 0 • 0 3
financing. He loses nothing due to interest on the . oregone Interest due to principal
mortgage but he forgoes interest which his money Principal X ARR 4 X I-FITR
would bring him if it were not tied up in the month
principal of the home. 3. Property Tax

In other words, Jim's before tax loss is always. Tax
Normal Interest Rate M th X I-FITRMortgage X h on

12 mont s See Appendix A for Hamilton County
.. Attractive Rate of Return Tax Rate SchedulePrincipal X

month 4. Insurance per month
and if the nominal interest rate per month and See Appendix B for fire insurance rates
attractive rate of return per month is ap- for the Cincinnati Area.
proximately the same, say Y2% per month than the 5. Upkeepf per month
before tax, loss per month is See Appendix C for estimated upkeep

Selling Price X .005 per month.
month 6 U ili . h. tilitics per mont

Our final conclusions will be based upon this See Appendix D for estimated utilities
approach to the problem. We will add up all the per month
real losses associated with owning a home and 0 o· 6 _-
compare them to the losses of owning an apart- 7. Appreciation per month (subtract)
ment. Note that the loss due to owning a home and Example. Assume you're considering buying a
the total cost of owning a home will not be the $25,000 house and lot in the Green township, Oak
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Hills school district. The house is a two story, Part 3. Other Economic am NonEconomic Con-
frame and brick construction, with 1400 square siderations
feet of living area, a gas heated home, with a garage Positive Considerations for Owning a Home
a~d alu~num windows throughout. $2,000 dow~ 1) If interest rates are climbing it favors
with a Y2% per month loan. Your apartm~~~ IS buying your home now as opposed to later.
$160 per month plus $25 per month for utilities, A 1% increase in interest rate can cost you
Your ARR is 5~% and your tax rate is 25% of $15.00 per month after taxes on a $25,000
your adjusted gross income. home.
Answer. . 2) If construction cost are climbing it favors
Losses due to renting buying your home now. As construction

1. Rent per month $160.00 costs go up the value of the home you own,
2. Utilities per month 25.00 or are waiting to buy, goes up.

Total $185.00/ 3) How much can be said for spacious living?
month How about hobby center, etc.

Losses due to owning a home Positive Considerations for Renting
1. Interest paid on mortgage 1) Your apartment will have only about * the

23 000 .005 x (1-0.25) $86.20 furniture your home will. have. This means
, x month a smaller outlay for furniture each month.

2. Foregone Interest on principal 2) Along with not cutting the lawn and
.0557 painting on Saturdays, you will also not

2,000 x 12 x (1-.25) 6.90 have to buy lawn and garden equipment
3. Property Tax and maintain it.

44 1 Conclusion
25 000 x .41 x 1000 x 12 x (1-.25) 28.20 h di h d t . d' In t e precee mg pages we ave e ermine

4. Insurance per monthf 6.00 the losses incurred with owning. Nothing has yet
5. Upkeep per month been said as to how one arrives at .the price he

14 + 1 + 1 _ 1 15.00 should pay for a home. I suggest this method of
approach:

6. Utilities per month 26.00 1) Look around and get a feel for the type of
7. Appreciation -34.50 home you would like to buy and its price.

Total $133.80/ 2) Figure out what the cash outlay per month
month will be for the mortgage, utilities, taxes,

we must note that the cash flow per month for upkeep and insurance.
owning a home would be $222.60 plus improve- 3) Assuming ~ou can afford the cash outlay

t per month In number- 2, calculate the losses
men s. ° d wi h . th t hincurre WIt ownmg a orne.
Part 2. Quicky Formula 4) If you feel the losses incurred with owning
With this quicky formula we make more basic that home are reasonable, go ahead and
assumptions. purchase the home.
1) Both the mortgage interest rate and the Acknowledgement: All tables furnished by the

attractive rate of return is Y2% per month or Cincinnati branch of the Federal Housing Ad-
6.16% yearly. ministration.

2) Assume there are no appreciation or deprecia-
tion of the home is upkeep is performed 1. Mortgage is the unpaid balance of your home ..

3) FITR' 25% 2. FITR is your Federal income tax rate equal to your tax dividend
IS 0 by your adjusted gross income. See Appendix E for schedules X,

Example Same Y of the 1040 tax form.
3. Principal is equal to today's selling price less mortgage.

Answer 4. A R R is your attractive rate of return. The safe interest rate paid

Losses due to renting same $185.00/ on several thousand dollars of long term investment. .
th 5. Upkeep is your cost of maintaining everything you leave behind

mon when you sell your home. Included is cost of painting, plumbing,
Losses due to owning a home furnace repair, wall to wall carpet, etc. Not included is major

improvements such as adding central air, aluminum siding etc.
1) Today's value X .00375 93.70 which might be recovered when you sell your home. The cost of

month maintaining added improvements should be included in upkeep.
6. Appreciation per month is the expected difference in buying and

2) Property Tax (same) 28.20 selling price due to inflation or other causes times (a) ARR for

3) Insurance (same) 6.00 the number .of month~ you expec~ to keep your home. This
should not Include gains due to Improvements that are not

4) Upkeep (same) 15.00 reflected in the cost of upkeep per month. See 5.

5) Utiliti ( ) 26 00 7. This is the normal interest rate per month.
tlltles same · 8., Within 1000 feet of fire hydrant and within 3 miles of a

Total $168.90 responding fire department
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APPENDIX A TAXES

Ratios are taken, from most recent studies by SALES PRICE - ASSES VALUE RATIO
the State of Ohio. COUNTY RESIDENTIAL

All ratios and tax rates used have been rounded Adams 32%
to nearest even percentage or dollar. Rates are per Brown 27%
$1,000 of the assessed value. Butler 33%

INSTRUCTIONS - To determine monthly Clermont 33%
estimate of taxes to be inscribed in Box 7 of Clinton 33%
Underwriting Report, Form 2800-3. Presume value Greene 32%
(excluding closing cost) in Box 36 of 2800-3 is Hamilton 41%
$10,000. and property is located in Cincinnati, Highland 32%
Cincinnati School District. Turn to Page 8 Montgomery 33%
(Hamilton County), there you will find that the Preble 31%
assessment ratio is 41% and the tax rate is $49. Warren 31%
Therefore, $10,000 x 41 % = $4,100. valuation; 4.1
x $49 = $200.90 annual tax; $200.90 ~ 12 = Source: Bulletin No. 757-69 Study Div. of County
$16.74 which is rounded to $17 monthly estimate. Affairs Dept. of Taxation State of Ohio

1970 TAXES
HAMILTON COUNTY

Ratio - 41%
Corp or Twp Rate Harrison Twp., Southwest S.D. 39
Addyston . $37 Indian Hill Corp., Indian Hill S.D. 46
Amberley Corp. 41 Indian Hill Corp., Madeira S.D. 43
Anderson Twp., Cinti. S.D. 37 Lincoln Hts. Corp. 48
Anderson Twp., Forest Hills S.D. 47 Lockland Corp. 32
Arlington Hts. Corp. 39 Loveland Corp. 48
Blue Ash Corp., Princeton S.D. 39 Madeira Corp., Madeira S.D. 50
Blue Ash Corp., Sycamore S.D. 41 Madeira Corp., Indian Hill S.D. 52
Cheviot Corp. 44 Mariemont Corp. 49
Cincinnati Corp., Cin. S.D. 49 Miami Twp., Three Rivers S.D. 31
Cincinnati Corp., Finney town S.D. 66 Milford Corp., Milford S.D. 50
Cincinnati Corp., Forest Hill S.D. 58 Milford Corp., Mariemont S.D. 46
Cincinnati Corp., Madeira S.D. 56 Montgomery Corp. 42
Cincinnati Corp., Oak Hills S.D. 42 Mt. Healthy Corp. 57
Cleves Corp. 45 Newtown Corp. 51
Colerain Twp., Northwest S.D. 43 North Bend Corp. 39
Colerain Twp., Mt. Healthy S.D. 52 N. College Hill Corp. 48
Columbia Twp., Mariemont S.D. 45 Norwood Corp. 37
Crosby Twp., Southwest S.D. 40 Reading Corp., Cin. S.D. 39
Delhi Twp., Oakhills S.D. 50 Reading Corp., Reading S.D. 40
Delhi Twp., Cin. S.D. 42 S1. Bernard Corp. 30
Deer Park Corp. 46 Sharonville Corp., Princeton S.D. 39
Elmwood PI. Corp. 28 Sharonville Corp., Sycamore S.D. 41
Evendale Corp., Lockland S.D. 33 Silverton Corp., Cin. S.D. 44
Evendale Corp., Princeton S.D. 40 Silverton Corp., Deer Park S.D. 51
Evendale Corp., Reading S.D. 41 Silverton Corp., Princeton S.D. 40
Evendale Corp., Sycamore S.D. 42 Springfield Twp., Princeton S.D. 38
Fairfax Corp., Cin. S.D. 42 Sycamore Twp., Reading S.D. 37
Fairfax Corp., Mariemont S.D. 49 Sycamore Twp., Lockland S.D. 29
Forest Pk. Corp., Greenhills S.D. 60 Sycamore Twp., Princeton S.D. 36
Forest Pk. Corp., N.W. S.D. 45 Sycamore Twp., Sycamore S.D. 38
Glendale Corp. 43 Symmes Twp., Indian Hill S.D. 47
Golf Manor Corp. 41 Symmes Twp., Loveland S.D. 46
Green Twp., Cin. S.D. 36 Symmes Twp., Sycamore S.D. 39
Green Twp., Northwest S.D. 43 Terrace Park Corp. 51
Green Twp., Oak Hills S.D. 44 Whitewater Twp.,Southwest S.D. 41
Greenhills Corp. 60 Wyoming Corp., Cin. S.D. 42
Harrison Corp. 45 Wyoming Corp., Wyoming S.D. 64
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civil · of
this

FREE Asphalt Institute .,

Take it from us: If your career will In- ~mROPENTo~~;;:G-:E~:~~-
valve airfield runway, highway or other ~ STUDENTS AND PROFESSORS •

pavement construction, our authoritative THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE I
lit era ~u re can he Ip you pre p ~re for a .r~ - Col \eg ePa rk, Mary Iand 20740 I
warding future. States, counties and Cities Gentlemen: Please send me your free library on I
are building more and more airports, roads Asphalt Construction and Technology.

and streets with Full-Depth'~ Asphalt pavement. I
And the demand is growing worldwide ... not just Name Class or Rank I
for the unique advantages of Asphalt construction School I
... but for civil engineers well grounded in the fun- I
damentals of Asphalt pavement design and tech- Address I
nology. That's why you need our library ... yours
f f th ki t d City State ZIP.J
ree or e as Ing ... 0 ay. ''-------------------

TheAsphailinslilule
Engineering . Research . Education

APPENDIX B MONTHLY ESTIMATE OF HAZARD INSURANCE
1 & 2 FAMILY DWELLINGS

FIRE INSURANCE CLASSIFICATION Lockland 6
HAMILTON COUNTY Loveland 7 CLASS 1 & 2 3 & 4 5 & 6 7 & 8 9 10

~ Madeira" 5 BR FR BR FR BR FR BR FR BR FR BR FR
Addyston 8 Madison Place 7
Amberley 4 Mariemont 4 VALUE

'" *Anderson Twp. 8 - 9 *Miami Twp. 8 - 9 $6,000 $1 $2 $2 $2 $2 $2 $2 $2 $2 $4 $3 $4
Arlington Heights 9 Montgomery 5 7,000 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 3 4

*Blue Ash 6 Mt. Healthy 5 8,000 2 2 2 2 2 3 .2 3 3 4 3 5
I Cheviot 5 Newtown 6 9,000 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 5 4 5

., Cincinnati 2 *North Bend 8 - 9 10,000 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 4 5 4 6
Cleves 6 North College Hill 5 1 ],000 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 4 5 4 6

~ *Colerain Twp. 8 - 9 Norwood 3 12,000 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 6 5 7
*Co1umbia Twp. 8 - 9 Reading 6 13,000 2 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 4 6 6 7
Crosby Twp. 9 St. Bernard 4 14,000 3 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 5 7 5 7

..: Deer Park 5 Sharonville 5 15,000 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 5 7 6 8
*Delhi Twp. 8 -9 Silverton 5 16,000 3 4 3 4 3 4 4 4 5 8 6 8
Elmwood Place 5 *Springdale 8-9 17,000 3 4 3 4 3 4 4 5 5 8 6 8
Evendale 5 *Springfie1d Twp. 8 - 9 18,000 3 4 3 5 4 5 4 5 6 8 7 9
Fairfax 6 *Sycamore Twp. 8 - 9 19,000 3 4 3 5 4 5 4 5 6 8 7 9

*Forest Park 8 - 9 *Symmes Twp. 8 - 9 20,000 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 6 6 8 7 9
¥ Glendale 6 Terrace Park 6 21,000 3 5 4 5 4 5 5 6 7 9 8 10

Golf Manor 5 *Whitewater Twp. 8 - 9 22,000 4 5 4 5 4 6 5 6 7 9 8 10
*Green Twp. 8 - 9 Woodlawn 6, 23,000 4 5 4 5 4 6 5 6 7 10 8 11

~ Greenhills 4 Wyoming 5 24,000 4 5 4, 5 4 6 5 7 7 10 8 11
Harrison 7 25,000 4 5 4 6 5 6 5 7 7 10 9 12

j *Harrison Twp. 8 - 9 *Use class 8 if dwelling is located within 1,000 feet 26,000 4 6 4 6 5 6 6 7 8 11 9 12
"I' Indian Hill 4 of a fire hydrant and within three (3) miles of a 27,000 4 6 5 6 5 7 6 7 8 11 11 12

Lincoln Heights 6 responding fire department. 28,000 4 6 5 6 5 7 6 7 9 11 10 13
, 29,000 4 6 5 6 5 7 6 8 9 11 10 13
'" APPENDIX C 30,000 5 6 5 7 5 7 6 8 9 12 10 13

3 1,000 5 6 5 7 6 7 6 8 9 12 1 1 14
Ii MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS 32,000 5 7 5 7 6 7 7 8 10 12 11 15
'"' 33, 000 5 7 5 7 6 8 7 8 10 13 11 15

BOXNO.7-2800-4 34,000 5 7 6 7 6 8 7 9 10 13 12 15
~ 35,000 5 7 6 8 6 8 7 9 10 14 12 16

36,000 5 7 6 8 6 8 7 9 11 14 12 16
37,000 6 8 6 8 7 8 7 10 11 15 13 16

r 1 Story Bldg. 1.5 Story Bldg. 2 Story Bldg. ~~:~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~g g ~~ ~~ ~~
Sq. Ft. Comb Comb Comb 40,000 6 8 6 9 7 9 8 10 11 15 13 17

f Area Frame Brick Br/Fr Frame Brick Br/Fr Frame Brick Br/Fr FIRE INSURANCE CLASSIFICATION *M~d ~iver Twp. 8 - 9

700 $9 $7 $8 $11 $8 $9 MONTGOMERY COUNTY *~~:~s~~~ 8 - ~
'"( 800 9 7 8 11 8 9 Brookville 6 *Moraine 8 - 9

900 10 8 9 12 9 10 *ButlerTwp. 8-9 New Lebanon 8-9
1000 10 8 9 12 9 10 Centerville 6 Oakwood 4

~ 1100 12 9 10 13 10 11 *Clay Twp. 8 - 9 *Perry Twp, 8 - 0
1200 13 10 11 14 10 11 $14 $10 $11 Clayton 9 Phillipsburg 7

~ 1300 14 11 12 14 11 12 14 11 12 Dayton 3 Pyrmont (See Perry Twp) 8-9
1400 16 12 14 15 12 14 15 12 14 Englewood 6 *RandolphTwp. 8-9
1500 16 12 14 15 12 14 16 13 14 Farmersville 7 Riverside (see Mad River Twp.) 6
1600 17 14 15 *German Twp. 9 - 10 Trotwood 6
1700 NOTE: Garage................ Add $1.00 18 15 16 Germantown 6 Union 6
1800 Central Air Add $1.00 19 15 16 *Harrison Twp. 8 - 9 Vandalia 5

~. 1900 FHA Value in excess 20 16 17 :Jackson Twp. 8: 9 *Vero~a 7
2000 of$18,500 Add$1.00 21 16 .17 Jefferson Twp. 89 Washington Twp. 8-9
2100 Aluminum Windows Deduct $1.00 22 17 18 Kettering 5 *Wayne Twp. 8 - 9

__ 2200 23 18 18 *Madison Twp. 8 - 9 West Carrollton 6



APPENDIX D
MONl'HLY ESTIMATES - HEATING AND UTILITIES

CINCINNATI FHA DISTRICT

One-Story

Type Fuel Gas Electric Oil Propane
Improved Designed Conv- Designed Designed Conver- Designed

Floor sion sion
Area S.F.

800 $27 $36 $33 $39 $45 $57
900 29 37 35 41 47 60
1000 31 39 36 43 49 63
1100 32 40 40 47 53 59
1200 33 42 41 48 55 71
1300 34 43 43 50 57 74
1400 35 44 44 52 58 77
1500 37 46 46 54 60 79
1600 38 47 47 56 62 82

Two-Story
900 21 27 33 40 44 46
1000 22 29 34 41 46 48
1100 23 31 35 41 48 51
1200 24 33 36 42 48 55
1300 25 35 37 42 49 58
1400 26 36 38 43 50 61
1500 27 37 39 45 51 65
1600 28 38 40 47 53 69
1700 30 40 43 50 55 74
1800 32 42 46 54 59 79
1900 33 43 47 56 61 82
2000 34 44 50 60 66 88
2100 35 46 53 63 69 93
2200 36 48 56 66 77 98
Add to Above Estimates:
Air Conditioner - Room type, wall mounted ~ $4per ton
Air Conditioner - Central- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -$3per ton

1971 TAX RATE SCHEDULES APPENDIX E

SCHEDULE X-Single Taxpayers Married Taxpayers Filing Joint Married Taxpayers Filing Separate
Not Qualifying for Rates in Returns and Certain Widows and Returns
Schedule Y or Z Widowers (See page 4)

Not over $500-14% of the amount on line 50. Not over $1,000-14% of the amount on line 50. Not over $500-14% of the amount on line 50.
of of of

But not excess But not excess But not excess
Over- over- + over- Over- over- over- Over- over- over-

$500 $1,000 $70+15% $500 $1,000 $2,000 $140+15% $1,000 $500 $1,000 $70+15% $500
$1,000 $1,500 $145+15% $1,000 $2,000 $3,000 $290+16% $2,000 $1,000 $1,500 $145+16% $1,000
$1,500 $2,000 $225+17% $1,500 $3,000 $4,000 $450+17% $3,000 $1,500 $2,000 $225+17% $1,500
$2,000 $4,000 $310+19% $2,000 $4,000 $8,000 $620+19% $4,000 $2,000 $4,000 $310+19% $2,000
$4,000 $6,000 $690+21% $4,000 $8,000 $12.,000 $1,380+22% $8,000 $4,000 $6,000 $690+22% $4,000
$6,000 $8,000 $1,110+24% $6,000 $12,000 $16,000 $2,260+25% $12,000 $6,000 $8,000 $1,"30+25% $6,000
$8,000 $10,000 $1,590+25% $8,000 $16,000 $20,000 $3,260+28% $16,000 $8,000 $10,000 $1,630+28% $8,000
$10,000 $12,000 $2,090+27% $10,000 $20,000 $24,000 $4,380+32% $20,000 $10,000 $12,000 $2,190+32% $10,000
$12,000 $14,000 $2,630+29% $12,000 $24,000 $28,000 $5,660+36% $24,000 $12,000 $14,000 $2,830+36% $12,000
$14,000 $16,000 $3,210+31% $14,000 $28,000 $32,000 $7,100+39% $28,000 $14,000 $16,000 $3,550+39% $14,000
$16,000 $18,000 $3,830+34% $16,000 $32,000 $36,000 $8,660+42% $32,000 $16,000 $18,000 $4,330+42% $16,000
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notes &news
Help Wanted- Construction Quiz:
Steelmaking What do San Francisco's Golden Gate Bridge,
We're planning to talk with a lot of candidates New York City's Madison Square Garden
for employment in Steel Plant Operations dur- Center, Washington's Robert F. Kennedy
ing the next few months. Students working ~emorial. Stadium, and Chicago's ~NA Build-
toward M.E., Met. E., E.E., or several other Ing have In common? Answer: fabricated and
engineering or technical degrees should give erect~d by ~~t~lehem's,Fabricated Steel.Co~-
serious thought to careers in steelmaking struction DIVIsion. That s where the action IS

through the Bethlehem Steel Loop Course. for people who want to help build the big ones!
And remember, we're a leader in steelmaking
technology-our capital investments total From inspiration to
$980 million for the last three years alone! application

A word to the wise - COAL Three Be:hlehem researchers recently won
the AIME s coveted Charles H. Herty, Jr.,

According to the U.S. Bureau of Mines, our Award for their paper describing a significant
I nation's consumption of bituminous coal will steelmaking advance from conception to ap-

double by the year 2000. That fact alone sug- plication. The team developed a high-speed
gests something about career opportunities automated sensor lance that measures both
in the coal operations of our Mining Depart- bath carbon and bath temperature instantane-
ment. We're looking for mining, electrical, ously during the BOF steelmaking process.
and mechanical engineers.

Want more information?
Steel's magnetic "personality" We urge you to read our booklet, "Bethlehem
Iron and steel are magnetic. So, what's the Steel's Loop Course." If copies aren't avail-
big deal? Just this: ferrous wastes are the able in your placement office, drop us a line.
easiest materials to recycle. Magnetic extrac- Write: Director-College Relations, Bethlehem
tion separates ferrous scrap from trash, re- Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, PA 18016.
covers metal after waste incineration, even
permits "mining" of dumps. About 50% of I . t 't.. ;;;J;;: an equa oppor urn Y
all new steel ISmade from Iron and steel scrap. SEfSHTEIEEHEt.t I...:.a...:.. emp oyer

--- ~



Rick Davies, EE '73

UC STUDENTS ATTEND TBn DRAFT STATUS FOR 1972
NATIONAL CONVENTION-

OHIO BETA NAMED - The Selective Service System has announced
HOST CHAPTER FOR number 95 as the highest lottery number to be

1975 CONVENTION called in 1972. Anyone presently classified I-A or
2-A, and with a lottery number exceeding 95 is

The 1972 National Convention of Tau Beta Pi eligible for reclassification as I-H. This places the
was held October 19 through 21 in College Park, draft candidate in a secondary rotation, and is sig-
Maryland, at The University of Maryland. Attend- nificant in that the 1973 draft call would first have
ing this year's convention from the University of to reach 366 before l-H classified candidates
Cincinnati were: Bill Seith, President of the Ohio would again be eligible to be drafted. It is recom-
Beta Chapter; Ed Delp, Secretary; and Associate mended that students eligible for reclassification to
Dean Delcamp of the College of Engineering. A I-H contact their local Draft Board to confirm the
primary objective of the U. C. delegation was to classification change before January 1, 1973.
secure a bid to hold the 1975 National Convention
in Cincinnati. Both U. C. and Texas A and M had
applied for this privilege, with U. C. being given
final consideration thanks to a detailed proposal
prepared by Ohio Beta for the affair, and by the
fact that Cincinnati is a centrally located site.

UC LIBRARY PROGRESS REPORT

Dr. Henderson of the Electrical Engineering Fac-
ENGINEERING COLLEGE ulty and Professor Rudd of DAA flew to Atlanta

NEWSLETTER on October 23 to examine the library facilities at
Emory University, and to consult with Dr. Lyle,

The Engineering College Newsletter is available Director of Libraries at Emory. Their visit as repre-
to all organizations within the College wishing to sentatives of UC's Library Committee was con-
make announcements to students and faculty. Now ducted to aid in interpreting the findings of a
in the third year of existence, the Newsletter is group of Library Consultants retained by UC. Dr.
published bi-weekly on Mondays and is available at Lyle has been active in working with the consulting
the front entrance of Baldwin Hall and at the eleva- group, and is helping advise the Library Program-
tors in Rhodes Hall. Professional societies, honor- ming Committee.
ary societies, and other groups have experienced The $10 million facility is planned to be situated
much better response to meeting notices by using at the parking lot adjacent to Rhodes Hall. A de-
the Newsletter than by relying on an often-missed tailed study of the future structure of the north-
bulletin board (especially when free beer to be at east segment of the campus is being completed,
the meeting is announced). prior to further work on the library by architects

To place an announcement, contact Rich Lenyk Glaser and Meyers. Some highlights of plans for
(475-2266), editor of the Newsletter, or leave the DC's future library include convenient inter-disci-
announcement in room 646 Baldwin Hall. A lead plinary work while maintaining the integrity of the
time of four days is necessary to assure inclusion engineering college collection, and extensive use of
for a given issue. audi-visual materials.
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DR. OSTERBROCK APPOINTED TB7TTUTORING
ASSISTANT TO PRESIDENT BENNIS

Tau Beta Pi this year continues the traditional
President Bennis has announced the appoint- tutoring program for Freshman and Sophomore

ment of Dr. Carl H. Osterbrock to the position of engineering students. The tutoring sessions are
Assistant to the President for Faculty Affairs. Dr. scheduled for Tuesday and Wednesday evenings
Osterbrock, who has been a member of the Electri- from 7: 00 to 9: 00 p.m. in room 732 Rhodes Hall.
cal Engineering Faculty since 1956, began his new Two Senior engineering students will be present on
assignment on October 2, only 31 days after offi- each of the two nights to help this year with Calcu-
cially filling the office vacated by retiring Mr. Ius, Mechanics, Engineering Analysis, and Chem-
Bruce Baldwin as Assistant Dean of the College of try - or any other courses that might be pre-
Engineering. Dr. Osterbrock comments that he senting difficulties.
looks forward to assuming the University-wide
responsibilities of his new job as a member of Dr.
Bennis's staff. He adds, however, that he will con-
tinue to teach and will maintain an active interest
in the College of Engineering. This article was found in "the March 1952 edition, ,

of the Cooperative Engineer.

Let us put ourselves ahead twenty years to the
imaginary day when the present overemphasis on

EPA/UC ENVIRONMENTAL SEMINAR athletics haspremeated the entire campus. Over-
emphasis on scholarship is now being blamed for

The Environmental Protection Agency and The widespread academic corruption. The curriculum
College of Engineering are jointly sponsoring an has changed completely - sports statistics, gate
Environmental Seminar, to take place on Decem- receipts accounting, stadium management, and
ber 11 and 12. The program will include discussion field goal engineering are now the roughest courses
and presentations in such diverse subjects as en- on campus. Just last week, two students were dis-
forcement, chemistry and medicine, and education missed for cheating by writing signals on the cuffs
as they relate to the field of environmental protec- of their football jerseys. Officials denounced such
tion. Also discussed will be a computerized infor- attempts to corrupt the standards of the school in
mation retrevial system catalloging materials from a statement to the press, and reiterated that a firm
many fields for cross-referencing to aid researchers stand would be taken to avoid further abuse of the
at U. C. and E. P. A. rules.

U. C. is fortunate to be associated with E. P. A. Since sports are now the standard curriculum,
and The National Environmental Research Center, academic pursuits have assumed a role of prime
and regards the conference as a means to help bring extra-curricular interest. There is even talk of over-
together people at N.E.R.C. and U.C. One of the emphasis on scholastic ability, but officials have
four N.E.R.C. laboratories has been designated for stated again and again that their inter-collegiate
construction adjacent to the Clifton Campus, and chemistry and math teams are simon-pure am a-
is scheduled to begin in December. teurs. Room, board, tuition, a job, and the use of a

All students and faculty are invited to attend the car are offered as enticements to outstanding schol-
Environmental Seminar, which takes place just ars. Much time and effort is expended in providing
after fall quarter final exams. a well-rounded intramural scholarship program.
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Students have been known to cut football and questions. However, the student body made the
basketball practice to watch their fraternity's intra- adjustment to complete silence very easily, since
mural economics team perform. Campus interest is near silence was traditional back in the football
currently running very high concerning the out- emphasis years. Spirit, Inc., however, has been
come of the Intramural calculus play-offs for the accused of making too much noise during impor-
championship. tant exams.

Recently, a large auditorium on campus was One unfortunate outgrowth of academic over-
converted to an exam amphitheater to accommo- emphasis has come to light in the recent grades-
date the large crowds that have been attending the scandal trials. Gamblers have been betting heavily
quizzes. The student body saves pennies to buy on the outcome of important quizzes; and there
tarpaulins to place over the desks to insure their are vicious rumors of bribery and point-shaving on
being in proper condition for the big intercollegiate the exam grades, because of the gamblers' influ-
exams. No expense for scholarship is spared, since ence. A campus betting pool offers odds on the
powerful alumni insist that the school be renowned annual Thanksgiving Day calculus classic, favoring
for its scholastic achievements rather than its U.C. by two quality points. An investigation is now
athletic prowess. Serious students of Field Goal under way of an alleged payoff when the a1l-men's
Engineering are disturbed, however, by the fact average unexpectedly surpassed the all-women's
that there are more calculus coaches than there are average last semester.
instructors in the Field Goal Department. Thinking back, we yearn for the good old days

One unforeseen difficulty was encountered in of sports emphasis, when football players were
academic expansion. All of the cheerleaders had to football players, and the women were glad of it,
be retrained as silence-leaders, in order to enable and when scholastic emphasis was far beyond our
our heroes to concentrate intently on the tougher wildest dreams.

AUTUMN QUARTER EXAM SCHEDULE

First Class Meeting on: Date of Exam Period

MONDAY 8:00,88:30 MONDAY DEC. 4 I
9:00, 9:30 TUESDAY DEC. 5 I

10:00,10:30 WEDNESDAY DEC. 6 I
11:00,11:30 THURSDAY DEC. 7 I
12:00, 12:30 FRIDAY DEC. 8 I

1:00, 1:30 MONDAY DEC. 4 III
2:00, 2:30 TUESDAY DEC. 5 III
3:00, 3:30 WEDNESDAY DEC. 6 IV
4: 00, 4: 30 THURSDAY DEC. 7 IV
5:00, 5:30, Irreg, WEDNESDAY DEC. 6 II

TUESDAY 8:00, 8:30 MONDAY DEC. 4 IV
9:00,9:30 WEDNESDAY DEC. 6 III

10:00,10:30 THURSDAY DEC. 7 II
11:00,11:30,12:00 THURSDAY DEC. 7 III
2:00, 2:30 FRIDAY DEC. 8 III
3:00, 3:30, 4:00 TUESDAY DEC. 5 IV

WED. A.M. & Irregular TUESDAY DEC. 5 II
WED. P.M. & Irregular MONDAY DEC. 4 II
THURS. & Irregular FRIDAY DEC. 8 III
FRIDAY & Irregular FRIDAY DEC. 8 IV
SATURDAY SATURDAY DEC. 9

EXAMINATION PERIODS: I 8:00 A.M. - 10:00 A.M.
II 10:30 A.M. - 12:30 P.M.

III 1:30P.M. - 3:30P.M.
IV 4:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.
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